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SINGLE-SIDED ELECTRO-MECHANICAL 
TRANSDUCTION APPARATUS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention relates in general to trans 
ducers, and more particularly to acoustic transducers. The 
present invention also relates a compact transducer capable 
of radiating acoustic energy from large magni?ed displace 
ments, preferably through an orthogonal drive arrangement. 

[0003] 2. Background and Discussion 

[0004] An electro-mechanical apparatus is shoWn in my 
earlier granted US. Pat. No. 4,845,688. This transducer 
construction uses lever arms or shells, Which are connected 
to active pieZoelectric, electrostrictive or magnetostrictve 
elements to drive one or tWo pistons With ampli?ed motion. 
The active elements are in the form of, but not limited to, 
bars, rings and plates. The second piston is replaced With a 
larger shielded inertial mass for radiation from the ?rst 
piston alone. Another electro-mechanical apparatus is shoWn 
in another earlier granted US. Pat. No. 4,754,441 of mine. 
Here a bending motion of the drive system is used to move 
a ?eXtensional shell. Although the structures shoWn in these 
patents are effective for most applications, there is still a 
need to provide a reduced siZe apparatus that yet provides an 
effective output signal. 

[0005] Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention 
to provide an electro-mechanical transduction apparatus that 
is readily adapted to be constructed in a very compact 
structure yet providing an effective output signal. 

[0006] Another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a single piston transduction apparatus in Which the need 
for an inertial tail mass is eliminated. 

[0007] A further object of the present invention is to 
provide a bender mode driven orthogonal electromechanical 
drive apparatus for a piston transducer. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0008] To accomplish the foregoing and other objects, 
features and advantages of the invention there is provided an 
improved electromechanical transduction apparatus that 
employs a structure for utiliZing the electromechanical 
driver in a dual Way so that it, not only moves the lever arms 
and the piston, but also acts as an inertial mass for the driven 
piston to move against. The piston and the inertial reaction 
mass move along an aXial direction While the drive system 
simultaneously moves in an orthogonal direction and yet 
also provides the aXial inertial reaction mass. 

[0009] In accordance With one aspect of the invention 
there is provided an electro-mechanical transduction appa 
ratus comprising: a shell or beam structure having orthogo 
nally disposed ?rst and second shell aXes; a transduction 
drive means having moving ends; means connecting the 
transduction drive means at its moving ends to the shell and 
disposed for drive along said ?rst shell axis; a mechanical 
load; means connecting the load to the shell at at least one 
location along the second shell aXis and at a position outside 
of the transducer shell; and means for eXciting the transduc 
tion drive means to cause the shell, and the drive means, to 
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move along the direction of the second aXis for driving the 
load to, in turn, provide energy radiation therefrom. 

[0010] In accordance With another aspect of the invention 
there is provided an electro-mechanical transduction appa 
ratus comprising: an electro-mechanical driver, a mechani 
cal load; and at least one de?ection structure supported from 
the driver and for coupling to drive the load. The driver, 
de?ection structure and mechanical load are constructed and 
arranged to de?ne a drive aXis, and orthogonal thereto, an 
orthogonal aXis. The driver, When driven, provides a reactive 
mass that moves relative to the mass of the load, both in the 
direction of the drive aXis, While the electro-mechanical 
driver itself simultaneously moves in the direction of the 
orthogonal ads. 

[0011] In accordance With a further aspect of the invention 
there is provided an electro-mechanical transduction appa 
ratus comprising: a de?ection structure having orthogonally 
disposed ?rst and second structure aXes; a transduction 
driver having moving ends; the transduction driver coupled 
at its moving ends to the de?ection structure and disposed 
for drive along the ?rst structure aXis; a mechanical load. 
The mechanical load is coupled to the de?ection structure at 
at least one location of the second structure aXis. The 
transduction driver is excited to cause the de?ection struc 
ture and the driver, to move along the direction of the second 
aXis for driving said load to, in turn, provide energy radiation 
therefrom 

[0012] In accordance With still another aspect of the 
invention there is provided a method of electromechanical 
transduction comprising the steps of: driving an electro 
mechanical drive member in a ?rst aXis direction to, in turn, 
drive, through a de?ection structure, a load in a second aXis 
direction, orthogonal to said ?rst aXis direction; the electro 
mechanical drive member, When driven, providing a reactive 
mass that moves relative to the mass of the load, both in the 
direction of the second aXis, as the electromechanical drive 
member itself simultaneously moves in the direction of the 
?rst aXis. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0013] Numerous other objectives, features and advan 
tages of the invention should noW become apparent upon 
reading of the folloWing detailed description taken in con 
junction With the accompanying draWings, in Which: 

[0014] FIG. 1A schematically illustrates a pieZoelectric 
cylinder or ring driver With center load mount actuation. 

[0015] FIG. 1B illustrates a further electromechanical 
transducer embodiment of FIG. 1A shoWing a piston for 
acoustic radiation 

[0016] FIG. 1C shoWs a simpli?ed equivalent circuit of 
the transducer shoWn in FIG. 1B. 

[0017] FIG. 1D schematically illustrates a contrasting 
symmetrical dual piston radiator. 

[0018] FIG. 2A schematically illustrates the cross section 
of a pieZoelectric bender bar driver With piston. 

[0019] FIG. 2B illustrates a perspective sketch of the 
cross section illustration of FIG. 2A. 

[0020] FIG. 2AA illustrates a series Wired pieZoelectric 
plate With silvered electrode surfaces. 
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[0021] FIG. 2AB illustrates a general Wiring scheme for 
series or parallel Wiring. 

[0022] FIG. 3A schematically illustrates a simpler form 
With a simple shell and lateral electro-mechanical coupling. 

[0023] FIG. 3B schematically illustrates a perspective of 
an axi-symmetric version of the simpler form of FIG. 3A 
With a dome type shell, such as an oblate spheroid, driven by 
circular bender disc. 

[0024] FIG. 3C schematically illustrates a perspective of 
FIG. 3A With a curved section, such as an elliptical shell 
driven With rectangular bender pates operating in the 33 or 
31 modes. 

[0025] FIG. 3D schematically illustrates a bilaminar 
arrangement With only one pieZoelectric drive bender bar or 
disc. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0026] In accordance With the present invention, there is 
noW described herein a number of different embodiments for 
practicing the invention. In one aspect of the invention there 
is provided a transducer for obtaining a large displacement 
by means of a piston transducer that can be constructed in a 
relatively compact siZe. In accordance With the present 
invention there is also provided a mechanical lever or spring 
that may be energiZed at one end or multiple ends by either 
pieZoelectric, electrostrictive or magnetostrictive members. 
In either instance the lever arms, shell or spring amplify the 
motion of the active material producing a large displacement 
at the piston or other load attached to the point of greatest 
motion for electro-acoustic transduction or actuation. The 
magni?ed shell, piston or load motion is achieved through 
the inverse slope of the lever arms or shell as ends of the 
electro-mechanical drive move orthogonally to the piston 
motion. This results in a force, Which moves the piston mass 
relative to the mass of the drive system With both masses in 
a direction orthogonal to the electro-mechanical drive sys 
tem. The electro-mechanical driver may be excited to pro 
vide extensional longitudinal or inextensional bender type 
motion. In accordance With one aspect of the invention there 
is provided an electro-mechanical transduction apparatus 
that is comprised of a shell, shells or lever arms generally 
composed of tWo axes having orthogonally disposed ?rst 
and second respective axes Wherein the drive system moves 
along the ?rst axis and a piston or other load moves along 
the second axis. The piston could be an acoustical radiator 
and the load could be an optical mirror or other load moved 
by the system acting as an actuator. The lever arms provide 
a magni?ed displacement of electro-mechanical motion and 
apply this magni?ed motion to the piston. As the electro 
mechanical driver moves along the ?rst axis, the piston 
moves along the second axis and in reaction to the piston 
motion the driver also moves along the second axis. Thus, 
the driver system serves a dual purpose reducing both the 
Weight and siZe of the system. The dual purpose of the driver 
system includes, simultaneously, movement in the ?rst 
direction to drive the load, and movement in the second 
direction, orthogonal to the ?rst, to provide the axial inertial 
reaction mass. 

[0027] The driver system, such as a stack of electrostric 
tive or magnetostrictive material, may typically take the 
form of extensional bars, discs, rings or cylinders. HoWever, 
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in accordance With the invention an inextensional mode of 
vibration, such as a bender mode bar or plate, may also be 
used to drive the lever arms. Such a feature alloWs an even 
more compact loWer frequency drive system. 

[0028] The lever arm bars may take the form of bars, 
Without or With notches, near the drive point to achieve a 
better hinge like boundary condition. The magni?cation 
factor is approximately equal to the reciprocal of the slope 
of the lever arms. Shells may also be used as a substitute for 
lever arms and the shells may be slotted for reduced cir 
cumferential stiffness and notched for reduced bending. The 
shells may be typically cone-shaped or curved, and be 
convex or concave. 

[0029] The acoustic radiating piston may typically take the 
form of a tapered circular, square or rectangular, ?at or 
curved, piston and Would be in contact With the medium 
While the remaining part of the system may be enclosed in 
a housing to isolate these parts. A housing may not be 
necessary if the system is used as an actuator or valve. The 
actuator load or the piston could be connected to the point 
of greatest motion at the apex of the shell or lever arms. 

[0030] In one speci?c embodiment of the invention a 
pieZoelectric cylinder is used to drive a circular piston 
through tWo concave shells or multiple lever arms. In a 
further embodiment a pieZoelectric bender bar is used to 
drive a pair of lever arms, Which move a single piston With 
ampli?ed motion. In another embodiment a pieZoelectric 
circular bender plate is used to drive a curved shell The back 
surface of an acoustic radiating piston and the drive section 
Would normally, but not alWays, be enclosed by a housing 
and shield this motion from the intended radiating medium, 
such as Water or air. Although these embodiments illustrate 
means and techniques for acoustic radiation from a piston, 
alternatively, a mechanical load can replace the pistons and 
in this case the transducer Would be an actuator As a 
reciprocal device the transducer may be used as a transmitter 
or a receiver and may be used in a ?uid, such as Water, or in 
a gas, such as air. 

[0031] An actuator form of the transduction device is 
shoWn in the cross-section of FIG. 1A. On one-half of the 
AC cycle, a voltage V, on the cylinder 10 causes the 
circumference of the pieZoelectric cylinder to increase in the 
radial direction R. As the edge 11 of the shells 12, Which are 
connected to the cylinder, move outWard, the central point 
(area) 13 of the shells, along With connecting rod 14, move 
in the direction YWith magni?ed motion causing an attached 
load 15 to move With this motion. On the opposite part of the 
cycle the cylinder 10 moves inWard and the shells 12 move 
in the —Y direction. In this version the shells 12 may be 
considered as, one concave and one convex. The shells 12 
may be slotted along the radius and in the direction of the 
radius to reduce the circumferential stiffness, and the pieZo 
electric cylinder may be driven through pieZoelectric 31 or 
33 mode coupling. Although only one shell is needed, the 
use of tWo shells With a stiff connecting rod 14 alloWs the use 
of a cylinder of signi?cant length. The shell is shoWn 
connected to the top of the cylinder in this instance. It may 
also be connected to the inside or the outside of the ring or 
in the case of a staved structure, betWeen the pieZoelectric 
staves. This structure may also be used as an acoustic 
transducer. 

[0032] An improved acoustic radiator form of the trans 
duction device is shoWn in the cross section of FIG. 1B. A 
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piston 16 radiating from surface 17 is connected to one of 
the shells 12 at the point 13 of maximum motion and housed 
in container 18, to shield any back radiation from the 
radiation from surface 17, and to isolate the piston 16 
through the compliant surround 19 attached to the container 
18. As in the case of FIG. 1A, the piston 16 moves With 
ampli?ed motion in the direction Y as a result of the radial 
motion of the cylinder 10 in the direction R due to a voltage 
V. As the lever arms or shells 12 exert a force on the piston 
in the direction Y and move it in the direction Y, an opposite 
force is exerted on the cylinder 10 in the —Y direction Which 
thus provides an inertial mass (consisting of at least cylinder 
10 and shells 12) alloWing motion of the piston mass. If the 
mass of the ring (cylinder and shells) is greater than the mass 
of the piston, the piston Will move With a greater velocity 
With a ratio given essentially through the ratio of the tWo 
masses. 

[0033] An approximate equivalent circuit for the appara 
tus of FIG. 1A and FIG. 1B is given in FIG. 1C. The ring 
or cylindrical pieZoelectric driver is approximately repre 
sented by the clamped capacity CO, the electromechanical 
turns ratio N and the effective radial compliance C‘, mass M‘ 
and mechanical loss R‘. The lever arms or shells are repre 
sented by the magni?cation factor M and the compliance 
CM. The piston mass is m, While r is the mechanical losses 
associated With the piston motion and Z is radiation load 
impedance of the radiating piston or the actuator load. 
Notice that the mass of the ceramic ring, M‘, appears in both 
the ring and the piston branch circuits. The radial velocity of 
the cylinder is uI and the axial piston velocity is uy. 

[0034] Transducers have been fabricated and modeled 
using the above equivalent circuit and a ?nite element 
program A small transducer using a 31-mode cylinder drive 
yielded a resonance in the vicinity of 3.5 kHZ from a 
transducer With piston diameter approximately 3 inches and 
length approximately 1.75 inches. A larger transducer using 
a 33 mode staved ring pieZoelectric drive, to drive tWo 
slotted shells and one piston Was also fabricated and tested. 
The larger device used a 12-inch diameter piston With an 
overall transducer depth of less than 12 inches. The result 
Was a Wide band performance from the fundamental piston 
shell-ring resonance in the vicinity of 1 kHZ With response 
up to approximately 6 kHZ Where the ring resonance and 
head ?exure dominate. 

[0035] By Way of contrast, an alternative embodiment to 
the embodiment of FIG. 1B is shoWn in FIG. 1D. Notice 
here that the lever arms or shell, 12a and 12b are both 
concave and each separately connects to a respective piston 
such as the pistons 16 and 20. In this balanced system both 
pistons 16 and 20 move outWard as the ring expands in the 
R direction. In this case the pieZoelectric cylinder 10 does 
not move in the Y direction and does not appear as a mass 
element M‘ in the circuit loop to the right of the magni? 
cation transformer M of the equivalent circuit of FIG. 1C. 

[0036] A transducer that is excited through the bending of 
a pieZoelectric, electrostrictive or single crystal driver is 
illustrated in cross-section in FIG. 2A. A perspective vieW 
is illustrated in FIG. 2B shoWing a square piston in this 
particular instance. The piston 21 contacts, at location 22, 
the lever arms or shell 23A, end piece extensions 23B and 
the active pieZoelectric bender 24A and 24B. The active 
pieZoelectric bender 24A and 24B are illustrated With four 
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pieZoelectric pieces each With inactive pieZoelectric material 
or substrate 25, polariZation arroWs 26 and electrical termi 
nals 27A and 27B. The Width of the inactive material 25 may 
be optimiZed for maximum performance. A series-parallel 
Wired arrangement is illustrated Where the direction of 
polariZation is the same above and beloW the inactive area 
25. A single pieZoelectric element, With silvered electrode 
surfaces 27, is shoWn in FIG. 2AA. An alternative, more 
general Wiring scheme is shoWn in FIG. 2AB. A simple 
all-parallel Wiring scheme may be used if the polariZation 
direction 26 is reversed on one end of the plate such as at 
26A. 

[0037] With an alternating potential V across terminals 
27A and 27B the pieZoelectric section 24A expands and the 
pieZoelectric section 24B contracts, causing bending motion 
about the mid plane in area 25, With the bending reversed on 
the next half cycle. This bending motion causes the end 
pieces 23B to tWist and alternately move inWard and out 
Ward in the X direction at the junction betWeen sections 23A 
and 23B, moving the lever arms 23A in the X direction 
causing a magni?ed piston motion in the Y direction. As the 
piston moves in the Y direction the pieZoelectric drive 
moves, in opposition, in opposite Y direction, and thus, the 
pieZoelectric section acts as both a drive and a reaction mass. 
The result is a very compact transducer Where the driver 
operates in both a bending mode and inertial mode. 

[0038] An alternative planar mode bender disc-type drive 
could also be used along With a conical, preferably slotted, 
shell lever system With a conical piston connected to the 
apex. This type could be readily used as a less expensive 
alternative With either a trilaminar or bilaminar bender 
construction. One such embodiment is illustrated in cross 
section in FIG. 3A shoWing a curved shell 30 Without a 
piston. Alternatively one could consider part of the shell as 
equivalent to the load or piston. Here the shell Would be the 
entire acoustic radiator or, When operated as an actuator, a 
load could be attached to 31 the point of greatest motion. 
The form of the shell could be an axi-symmetrical structure 
such as a partial oblate spheroid shoWn in FIG. 3B With 
revolution about the maximum motion position 31 and 
driven by pieZoelectric discs operating in the planar bending 
mode. Alternatively, a curved elliptical structure in the form 
illustrated in FIG. 3C With pieZoelectric 33 or 31 mode 
bender bars rather than a disc could be used. The active 
materials in both units are driven for out of phase motion 
through voltages VA and VB. A series or parallel Wiring 
scheme may be used to excite the disc or bars into a bending 
mode. 

[0039] Still another alternate version of the invention is 
shoWn in FIG. 3D. This discloses a bilaminar drive single 
bender bar or disc 28B, energiZed by voltage VB, as 
illustrated in cross section in FIG. 3D. As the disc or bar 28B 
on the outer surface of material 29 expands or contracts, the 
inactive material 29 causes bending, yielding magni?ed 
shell 30 motion. The inactive material 29 can be the same as 
the shell 30, alloWing a simple one-piece structure, and the 
pieZoelectric member 28B can, alternatively, be adhered to 
the inner, rather than the outer, surface of material 29. 

[0040] Finite element and experimental models have been 
constructed to verify the performance of the device illus 
trated in FIG. 2B. One model uses eight pieZoelectric bars 
each 0.053 inches thick With a 0.95-inch square piston head 
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and 0.029-inch thick steel lever arms With magni?cation of 
approximately 3. The overall drive section siZe is 0.6><0.7 
inches and the total depth of the device is less than 0.6 
inches. The measured results shoW a smooth broadband 
performance from 10 kHZ through 50 kHZ With a funda 
mental piston-lever arm-pieZoelectric resonance in the 
vicinity of 11 to 12 kHZ With the upper band limited by the 
next bending resonance of the drive section. 

[0041] Margins or insulation may be needed to avoid 
electrical short circuits. Mechanical connections should be 
made With high strength epoxy and possibly bolts and 
Welding. Compression bolts, tension Wires, ?ber Wrapping 
or shell compression should be employed for high output 
applications. Compression bolts Within or near the neutral 
plane in the case of the bender drive apparatus Would have 
the least detrimental effect on the performance. 

[0042] Having noW described a limited number of 
embodiments of the present invention, it should noW 
become apparent to those skilled in the art that numerous 
other embodiments and modi?cations thereof are contem 
plated as falling Within the scope of the present invention as 
de?ned in the appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An electromechanical transduction apparatus compris 

ing: a shell or beam structure having orthogonally disposed 
?rst and second shell axes; a transduction drive means 
having moving ends; means connecting the transduction 
drive means at its moving ends to the shell and disposed for 
drive along said ?rst shell axis; a mechanical load; means 
connecting the load to the shell at at least one location along 
said second shell axis and at a position outside of said 
transducer shell; and means for exciting said transduction 
drive means to cause said shell, and said drive means, to 
move along the direction of said second axis for driving said 
load to, in turn, provide energy radiation therefrom. 

2. An electromechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 1 Wherein the transduction drive means moves 
as a reaction mass in the direction of the second axis. 

3. An electromechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 1 Wherein said ?rst axis is a major axis and 
said second axis-is a minor axis. 

4. An electromechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 1 Wherein the transduction drive means is 
pieZoelectric, electrostrictive, single crystal, magnetostric 
tive, ferromagnetic shape memory alloy or other electrome 
chanical drive material or transduction system. 

5. An electromechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 1 Wherein the transduction drive means is in 
the form of a ring or a cylinder operated in the 33 or 31 
mode. 

6. An electromechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 1 Wherein the transduction drive means is in 
the form of a bender bar, disc or plate operated in the planar, 
31 or 33 mode. 

7. An electromechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 1 Wherein the load is in the form of an acoustic 
radiating piston. 

8. An electromechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 7, Which is compliantly mounted from the 
front, back or edge of the acoustic radiating piston. 

9. An electromechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 1 Wherein the load is an acoustical, mechani 
cal or optical device. 
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10. An electromechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 1 Wherein there is no speci?c mechanical load 
on the shell other than the acoustical radiation load. 

11. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 10 Wherein the shell is substantially in the 
form of a partial oval, elliptical cylinder or oblate spheroid. 

12. An electromechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 1 Wherein the shell is curved or is in a form 
Where bars or plates are joined at the apex and connected to 
the electromechanical drive producing ampli?ed motion at 
the apex. 

13. An electromechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 11 Wherein the shell or bars form a concave 
or convex structure. 

14. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 1 Wherein compression bolts, Wire or ?bers are 
used to compress the electro-mechanical drive stack. 

15. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 1 Wherein the connecting lever arm shells or 
bars are notched near the ends for better hinge action. 

16. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 1 Wherein the connecting lever arm shells are 
slotted to reduce circumferential stiffness. 

17. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus com 
prising: an electro-mechanical driver; a mechanical load; 
and at least one de?ection structure supported from the 
driver and for coupling to drive the load; said driver, 
de?ection structure and mechanical load constructed and 
arranged to de?ne a drive axis, and orthogonal thereto, an 
orthogonal axis; said driver, When driven, providing a reac 
tive mass that moves relative to the mass of the load, both 
in the direction of said drive axis, While the electro-me 
chanical driver itself moves in the direction of said orthogo 
nal axis. 

18. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 17 Wherein the driver action results in a force, 
Which moves the load mass relative to the mass of the driver 
With both masses driven in a direction orthogonal to the 
drive direction of the electro-mechanical driver. 

19. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 17 Wherein the electro-mechanical driver 
functions in a dual Way so that it, not only moves the 
de?ection structure and the load, but also acts as an inertial 
mass for the driven load to move against. 

20. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 17 Wherein the electro-mechanical driver 
functions in a dual Way so that it, not only moves the 
de?ection structure and the load in the direction of said drive 
axis, but also acts as an inertial mass for the driven load to 
move against in the opposite direction of said drive axis. 

21. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 17 Wherein the electro-mechanical driver 
moves as a reactive mass in the direction of the drive axis, 
While at the same time imparting motion to the de?ection 
structure and the load by movement itself in the direction of 
the orthogonal axis. 

22. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 17 Wherein the the electro-mechanical driver 
comprises pieZoelectric, electrostrictive, single crystal, mag 
netostrictive, ferromagnetic shape memory alloy or other 
electro-mechanical drive material or transduction system. 
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23. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 17 wherein the electro-mechanical driver is in 
the form of a ring or a cylinder operated in the 33 or 31 
mode. 

24. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 17 Wherein the electro-mechanical driver is in 
the form of a bender bar, disc or plate operated in the planar, 
31 or 33 mode. 

25. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 17 Wherein the load is in the form of an 
acoustic radiating piston. 

26. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 25, Which is compliantly mounted from the 
front, back or edge of the acoustic radiating piston. 

27. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 17 Wherein the load is an acoustical, mechani 
cal or optical device. 

28. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 17 Wherein there is no speci?c mechanical 
load on the shell other than the acoustical radiation load. 

29. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 28 Wherein the shell is substantially in the 
form of a partial oval elliptical cylinder or oblate spheroid. 

30. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus com 
prising: a de?ection structure having orthogonally disposed 
?rst and second structure axes; a transduction driver having 
moving ends; said transduction driver coupled at its moving 
ends to the de?ection structure and disposed for drive along 
said ?rst structure axis; a mechanical load; said mechanical 
load coupled to the de?ection structure at at least one 
location of said second structure axis; said transduction 
driver being excited to cause the de?ection structure and 
said driver, to move along the direction of said second axis 
for driving said load to, in turn, provide energy radiation 
therefrom. 

31. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 30 Wherein said de?ection structure comprises 
a pair of spaced-apart shells, beams or levers, With the load 
connected outside of the de?ection structures. 

32. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 31 including a connecting member coupled 
betWeen the pair of de?ection structures, and extending 
generally in the direction of said second axis. 

33. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 31 Wherein said load comprises a piston. 

34. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 31 Wherein said load comprises a pair of 
pistons coupled respectively to the pair of de?ection struc 
tures. 

35. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 34 Wherein both pistons are disposed outboard 
of said de?ection structures. 

36. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 30 Wherein said de?ection structure is open 
and includes a main piece and an extension piece. 

37. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 36 Wherein the driver is disposed betWeen the 
extension pieces. 

38. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 30 Wherein the de?ection structure is sub 
stantially in the form of a partial oval, elliptical cylinder or 
oblate spheroid. 

39. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 30 Wherein the de?ection structure is curved 
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or is in a form Where bars or plates are joined at the apex and 
connected to the electro-mechanical driver producing ampli 
?ed motion at the apex. 

40. A method of electro-mechanical transduction com 
prising the steps of: driving an electro-mechanical drive 
member in a ?rst axis direction to, in turn, drive, through a 
de?ection structure, a load in a second axis direction, 
orthogonal to said ?rst axis direction; said electro-mechani 
cal drive member, When driven, providing a reactive mass 
that moves relative to the mass of the load, both in the 
direction of said second axis, as the electro-mechanical drive 
member itself simultaneously moves in the direction of said 
?rst axis. 

41. A method of electro-mechanical transduction as set 
forth in claim 40 Wherein the transduction includes pieZo 
electric, electrostrictive, single crystal, magnetostrictive, 
ferromagnetic shape memory alloy or other electro-me 
chanical drive material or transduction system. 

42. A method of electro-mechanical transduction as set 
forth in claim 40 Wherein the electro-mechanical drive 
member is in the form of a ring or a cylinder operated in the 
33 or 31 mode. 

43. A method of electro-mechanical transduction as set 
forth in claim 40 Wherein the electro-mechanical drive 
member is in the form of a bender bar, disc or plate operated 
in the planar, 31 or 33 modes. 

44. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus com 
prising: a de?ection structure having orthogonally disposed 
?rst and second axes; a transduction driver having moving 
ends; said transduction driver coupled at its moving ends to 
the de?ection structure and disposed for drive along said 
?rst axis; a mechanical load; said mechanical load coupled 
to the de?ection structure at at least one location along said 
second axis; said de?ection structure comprising a pair of 
de?ection members and said load comprising a pair of load 
members coupled, respectively, to the pair of de?ection 
members, Wherein both load members are disposed outboard 
of their respective de?ection members and are adapted to 
move in opposite directions as said transduction driver is 
excited and expands in the direction of said ?rst axis. 

45. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus com 
prising: an electro-mechanical driver; and at least one 
de?ection structure supported from the driver and for receiv 
ing drive energy from said electro-mechanical driver; said 
driver and de?ection structure constructed and arranged to 
de?ne a drive axis, and orthogonal thereto, an orthogonal 
axis; said driver, When driven, providing a reactive mass that 
moves relative to a mass of the de?ection structure, both in 
the direction of said drive axis, While the electro-mechanical 
driver itself moves in the direction of said orthogonal axis. 

46. An electro-mechanical transduction apparatus as set 
forth in claim 45 Wherein said de?ection structure comprises 
a curved shell having opposite ends of the electro-mechani 
cal driver supported betWeen opposed ends of the curved 
shell. 

47. Amethod of electro-mechanical transduction Wherein 
a driver is connected to a load through a de?ection structure 
and the transducer electrical equivalent circuit representa 
tion of the mass of the driver is in tWo circuit loops, Which 
separately and respectively include the driver and the load, 
and Wherein both circuit loops are coupled through the 
de?ection structure representation. 

* * * * * 


